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Welcome to Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP India, owned by a leading business 
group in Kuwait.  Headquartered in Chennai, we provide right solution to our 
customers, with global coverage of more than 100 countries and 350 agents & 
associates worldwide. 


From the day of its inception Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP (ASL) has 
embraced the challenges of making a difference in the world for all its customers; 
with an unparalleled professionalism and a strong work ethics.


At ASL, we serve our customers with integrated supply chain solution that deliver 
the cargoes by sea, air and land. Our value added services enables our customers to 
streamline the flow of the shipments by making the supply chain more transparent 
and easier to manage.


ASL have in-depth knowledge of several markets including high-tech, 
pharmaceutical . reefer logistics, textile and automotive products.  Azimar Shipping 
and Logistics LLP is also specialized in handling industrial projects and oil field 
project movements locally and internationally.

Vision and mission

Our uniqueness

To attain global recognition as world-class provider of reliable services 
with commitments, dedication and proactive approach.  

ASL is a one-stop solution for shipping & logistics services from a single 
source, is committed to personalizing its services to its customers.  

Welcome to Azimar Shipping and 
Logistics LLP



Our Partners and Networks

Our Partners



Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP (ASL) helps you to import 

and export your goods in line with your specific requirements 

of our customers by offering the flexible solutions in ocean 

freight at affordable prices. ASL offers ocean freight of 

containerized, FCL (Full Container Load), LCL (Less Than Container Load) shipments from India to 
global destinations. As a leading international freight forwarders in India, having international 
distribution network.  ASL is offering  regular dedicated consolidation by providing groupage 
services with highest level of standards, speed, efficiency and reliability.  Having ties with the 
major liners, we are able to optimize the cost and time of transportation process. At ASL, we can 
ensure the full  container load(FCL) and less container load(LCL) services with highest speed and 
accuracy.  It is pertinent to say that ASL is well experienced in handling and transport break-bulk 
cargoes, heavey lifts and Ro-Ro shipments.

With years of experience in the freight industry, Azimar 

Shipping and Logistics LLP is known for offering reliable 

and efficient air-freight service worldwide. ASL along with 

our agents and alliance partners offers wide range of air 

freight solutions including DG (Dangerous Goods) cargo handling.  With the help of our 
network of agents and associates across the world enables us to provide door to door 
air freight services by offering timely and cost-effective delivery of goods to the desired 
destination.  At ASL, we offer our clients a wide choice of competitive rates on multiple 
airlines and sectors as we have agreements with all airlines giving our clients the options 
to choose a wide range of services. We have a well experienced team who knows every 
aspect of handling various Hazardous shipments. Apart from all kinds of hazardous 
shipment, ASL is also handling non-hazardous as well as temperature controlled 
shipments.

Sea freight

Air freight

Our Services



We at Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP understand how 

crucial customs clearance can be for our customers and have 

a well experienced team that they can execute every customs 

related requirements that your business has. We have knowledge 

of clearance of all types of cargos such as Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals, Machinery, textiles, 
ready made garments etc. Our staff have through knowledge of the work that we undertake and 
guide our clients accordingly with all the aspects of the customs clearance process.  We have 
good contacts with the Customs and other related authorities viz.,  Health departments and as 
the result we are able to give delivery of the goods to our clients without any delay. We are 
hands-on with the latest in customs compliances, regulations and procedures and offer 
clearance of import and export consignments by sea, air and road. ASL is also offers a 
specialized customer brokerage team that facilitates cargo documentation and clearance at 
both arrival and departure airports & seaports.

Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP offers a wide range of land 

transportation services for variety of cargo. We have focused 

on and built up a name as a unique service provider in the 

movement of Import and Export consignments across all the part 

of India with   the help of our own fleet of vehicles. Our land transport team is also handle 
security clearances and documentation for heavy gauge and sensitive cargo as needed. Apart 
from our own fleet of trucks, we have long term contract with various transport companies 
ensuring a wide array of Trucks, Trailers and other inland transportation vehicles for smooth and 
hassle free transportation. Our well planned and coordinated system, minimizes the loss of time 
and the risk of loss, pilferage and damage to cargo at trans-shipment points. At Azimar Shipping 
and Logistics LLP, we have the flexibility and the expertise to handle the transportation jobs at any 
time.

Customs clearance

Road Freight

Our Services



Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is a leading shipping and 

logistics provider offering air / sea chartering services to the 

customers all over the world.  Our ties with major shipping lines 

and air lines  all over the world allows us  the flexibility in providing 

air / sea chartering services, offering customized  solutions at affordable rates to meet specific 
requirements of the customer. With an extensive team of experts supervising operations, Azimar 
Shipping and Logistics LLP can offer the best-fit solutions. Our unparalleled access to a vast 
agent network of air, ocean, we provide our customers with faster and wider access to markets 
globally. At ASL, we are able to offer our clients, agents and associates extremely competitive 
freight rates by offering multiple choices on various routes both by sea as well as air. ASL believes 
our success depends on satisfying the customer and establishing a long record of performance 
that provides our customers with the quality they expect.

Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is a well experienced in 

handling and movements of project cargoes. In order to 

handle and move project cargoes, It requires immense expertise, 

experience and knowledge. At ASL, we have adapted ourselves to 

be geared up to meet this particular requirements on demand. We have a well experienced 
team who can be allocated to the handling of both large and small projects as per the 
requirements of the customers. The movement of project and break bulk cargo requires special 
handling equipment as the dimensions of the cargo can sometimes exceed the flat rack or open 
top container. ASL team of professionals take special care and pay special attention to the 
transportation of heavy and over-dimensional equipment. We have a highly experienced team 
to analyze and develop the optimum method to transport project cargo for all types of projects

Air / sea chartering

Project handling

Our Services



Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is specialized in Ro-Ro

(Roll-on/Roll-off) shipping services from major ports around 

the world to India and vice versa.  Roll-on/roll-off service is 

simplest and cheapest method of shipping to transport vehicles 

and vehicles are directly driven  into the Ro-Ro vessels. Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP can 
handle not just cars but all types of motorized rolling & non-rolling cargo, trucks, boats, buses, 
travel trailers, tractors, excavators, cranes and other heavy equipment & machineries. At ASL it is 
possible to transport everything across the world without a hassle. The shipping process has 
been made easier with the help of our advanced technology and the best infrastructure. While 
shipping Break Bulk & Ro-Ro cargoes the cost varies drastically when you ship your vehicles from 
one country to another. We have a well experienced team to handle these kind of shipments

Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP can offer 

comprehensive cargo insurance coverage at exceptionally 

competitive rates  based on the customer requirements. Losses 

during transit occurs daily. We know the importance and value 

of the shipments that we are handling.  By understanding this situation we have contracted the 
best insurance policy to cover our clients’ cargo to avoid the shipment risk  during transit. Our 
dedicated department for Insurance has good contacts with all the leading insurance 
companies and special premium rates are available for specific and tailor made coverage. Our 
quality of services and international presence allows us the ability to negotiate both complete 
and cost effective cargo insurance. In the event of any loss or damage, the insurance surveyors 
are available for complete inspections. Insurance and regulatory issues become more simple 
when you come to us as we have custom and insurance consultants. 

Break Bulk and Ro-Ro 
services

Cargo Insurance

Our Services



Warehousing and distribution is an integral part of 

shipping and logistics solution for those companies that are 

looking  a cost effective method of distributing their range of 

products.     By recognizing  this inevitable importance, we 

possess a spacious warehouses in Major cities in India, Kuwait, Hong Kong, UAE and USA with all 
security provisions for storage.  The warehouses are equipped with modern work systems, 
loading and unloading equipment and hi- tech security mechanisms all of which work to 
facilitate the unhindered and uninterrupted to and fro movement of goods. Our warehouses are 
situated at strategic locations, are clean, temperature controlled and have flexible work hours. 
Furthermore, Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is offers normal and temperature-controlled 
storage facilities for Long Term Storage (LTS), Short Term Storage (STS) and also Storage In 
Transit (SIT). Our warehouse team is highly experienced and knows how to store and pack items 
according to the  nature of the cargoes to ensure maximum security and protection to your 
goods.

Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is the excellent in name 

among packers and movers service providers of India. We 

operates the most respected packing and moving services in 

India without compromising the quality. We offer world class 

packing, loading, unloading, transportation, unpacking, car transportation services including 
warehousing of household goods and commercial goods in India. At Azimar Shipping and 
Logistics LLP, we have gained reputation for our unmatched packing and moving services 
domestic and international front.  Our highly experienced packing team is well trained to pack 
specifically for long distance moves. At ASL, we are using specialized packing and removal 
materials which are designed to meet your specific needs when relocating internationally.  We 
have dedicated and trained staff to move to move heavy equipment and machineries. It is very 
hard and painful to move heavy equipment and machineries from one place to another. ASL 
handles the task of packing moves them much easier.

Warehousing

Packing and Removals

Our Services



After starting our operations in 2019, Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP has realized the inevitable 
importance of warehousing and storage facility in India and therefore, ASL possess spacious 
warehouses in major cities in India, Kuwait, Hong Kong, UAE and USA,  having equipped with all 
necessary security provisions for storage. The ASL warehouse is equipped with modern work 
systems, offering the facilities the facilities such as lashing / securing, packing, crating, LCL and LTL 
consolidation / de-consolidation, therefore being a one stop solution for our customers. ASL 
warehouse is also equipped with CCTV cameras by offering  24 hours security and is operational 
24/7. In addition, Azimar Shipping and Logistics LLP is offers normal and temperature-controlled 
storage facilities for Long Term Storage (LTS), Short Term Storage (STS) and also Storage In Transit 
(SIT).

Facilities

Our Services

Apart from normal air freight  service, Azimar Shipping and 

Logistics LLP (ASL) is offering On Board Courier (OBC) services. 

It is one of the fastest modes of cargo transportation and is 

also known as 'hand-carry'. An Onboard Courier (OBC) moves 

small packages on scheduled passenger flights - 24/7, 365 days a year. We at ASL, provides the 
supervised delivery of sensitive, valuable or time-critical consignments in a quick, secure and 
traceable manner. Our OBC team will personally pick up your consignment from the sender, 
board a commercial flight by carrying your shipment with them and hand over the shipment to 
the recipient at the destination airport or a designated delivery location. With global coverage of 
more than 100 countries and 350 agents & associates worldwide, we have been offering OBC 
services since 2019.

On Board Couriers (OBC)



P.O.Box 29971, Safat 13160, Kuwait


Tel : +965 22285460,22404972 
,22460213/14


Email : info@azimarshipping.com

Kuwait

AZIMAR SHIPPING & 
LOGISTICS LLP

AZIMAR SHIPPING & 
LOGISTICS LLP

2517 Colby Ct.


Snellville, GA-30078, USA


Tel:+1(404) 314 7668


Email : info@azimarshipping.com

USA

AZIMAR SHIPPING & 
LOGISTICS LLP

Mau Lam Commercial Building, 16-18 
Mau Lam Street,


Jordan, Kowloon, Hong Kong


Tel: +852 23120148


Email : info@azimarshipping.com

Hong Kong

Corporate office

No:35, Srivari Flats, 1st Main Road, Chennai-600061, Tamil Nadu, India

Tel: +91 44 48525700 / 43171292

Email: info@azimarshipping.com

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

Our Offices



Our Branches

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

RZ-C-55, Upper Ground floor, Khasra


No.14/1, Mahavir Enclave Village,


Mirzapur, New Delhi 110045.


Tel: 911142178331


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

Building no : XIII / 253 D1 cheruvallil 
Building of muttambalam village  Near CMS 
college


Tel: +91 481 293 0033


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

Room No: 109,OWPL Complex, C 205 Phase 
5, Focal Point, Ludhiana-141010


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

Office No: 510, Okay Plus Tower,


5, Hathroi Road, Near Government   


Hospital, AjmerRoad, Jaipur-302 001.


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

Office No. 208, Riddhi Siddhi - 3


Plot No.120, Sector–08, Gandhidham,


Kutch - 370201, INDIA.


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

DELHI

KOTTAYAM

LUDHIANA

JAIPUR

GANDHIDHAM

AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP AZIMAR SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLP

Dispensary Buidling,


GV Iyyer Road, Willingdon Island


Kochi-682003, Kerala, India


Tel: +91 4842666266 / 2666466


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

Office No. 806, NMS TITANIUM,


Plot No.74, Sector–15, CBD Belapur,


Navi Mumbai-400 614, Maharashtra.


Tel: +91-22-42667589 & 27572137


Email: info@azimarshipping.com

KOCHI MUMBAI
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